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Ignorance Running Amuck
The Daily Eastern Argus, of Maine, which

squeals like a rat whenever the illicit liquor traffic is
interfered with, naturally attacks the Kenyon-Shep-
pard bill pending in Congress. It complains:

The Kenyon bill, relating to shipment of liquors,
introduced into Congress at the last session and now
made a “special order” in the senate, started a warm
debate this week that promises to be somewhat pro-
longed. The bill proposes to prohibit the shipment of
any intoxicating liquor across state lines into dry
territory and, of course, to be effective must make no
exception for manufacturing or like uses, conceded
even by most Prohibitionists to be legitimate. The
main question regarding the Kenyon bill is whether
an act of Congress thus regulating shipments of
liquor would be constitutional. It is an established
constitutional principle that Congress alone can regu-
late interstate commerce. By this Kenyon bill it is
proposed to have Congress regulate the liquor traffic.
State Prohibition having proved a failure, it is sought
to invoke the aid of the federal government in en-
forcing state prohibitory laws.

Argus probably has not read the bill, which
shows on the face of it that it has no reference to any
liquors except those designed for unlawful purposes.
It does not affect in any manner liquors for manufac-
turing or that are designed for any lawful purpose.

This talk about “constitutionality” is all moon-
shine. Congress finds no constitutional objections
in regulating the interstate traffic in impure foods
under the pure food and drug act; there is no con-
stitutional difficulty in regulating or prohibiting the
interstate traffic in women for immoral purposes.
There was no constitutional difficulty in Congress
throttling the interstate traffic in lottery tickets. It is
only when the illicit liquor traffic is attacked that such
papers as the Eastern Argus begin the expenditure of
good ink in spreading broadcast misinformation about
the “constitution.”

The Kenyon-Sheppard bill does not provide any
aid whatever “of the federal government in enforcing
state law,” and anyone who has even casually read the
bill knows it. All that it does is to provide that the
federal government shall quit interfering with the
states in this matter. That is all there is to it, and it
does not reflect credit upon periodicals to misrepre-
sent the matter, even if they do not agree with the
policy.

Yes; Go Out to Swim, But Don't Go
Near the Water

Recently, the Maryland Anti-Saloon League of-
fered prizes for school children of Baltimore for
essays written on “The Effect of Alcoholic Drink
Upon the Human Body and Mind,” a subject which
the laws of Maryland require to be taught in the
public schools of the state.

Not a single intimation was made about the “sa-
loons.” yet there was a great panic in rumnation.

The matter went up to the school board, where-
upon First Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Charles J. Kock delivered himself of the following:

As I understand it. the Anti-Saloon League is
acting as trustee for some unknown donors in offering

the prizes. It is beyond their regular work, and the
question of saloon or no saloon does not enter.

The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union has
offered prizes for essays on the evil effects of tobacco,
and the school board permitted the children to contest
for them. Os course, in a public school the question
of saloons could not be discussed, but the general
question of the effects of alcohol could be.

Until we hear directly from the Anti-Saloon
League, I don’t know what arrangements will be
made, but I imagine that permission will be given for
the children to enter the contest under any regula-
tions that may be provided by those offering" the
prizes, provided the existence of saloons themselves is
not discussed.

I he laws of Maryland do not require instruction
as to tobacco, yet the intelligent school board permits
the children to discuss the matter without restriction
as to references to tobacco dealers.

But when it comes to the whisky problem, in-
struction concerning which IS required by law, the
Satraps of the board are willing that the children dis-
cuss it, PROVIDED THEY MAKE NO REFER-
ENCE TO THE SALOONS. The children are
strangled so far as expressing their views as to the
dealers in drink.

The school board’s attitude recalls the nervous
mother who gave her children permission to go
swimming but warned them to not go near the water.

Fakery
During the past few months, the good people

have been entertained by various deliverances of
Commissioner of Internal Revenue R. E. Cabell, offi-
cial and otherwise, of the astonishing amount of illicit
distilling that is said to be carried on in Prohibition
states, particularly in Georgia and North Carolina.

To read the commissioner’s utterances, one gets
the idea that the revenue officers in those states have
to wade around knee-deep in red moonshine. We
have been harangued repeatedly about the 690 seizures
that the revenue agents made in Georgia during the
year and the 462 seizures made in sinful North Caro-
lina.

Now that the commissioner’s annual report is out,
he has to get down to brass tacks. In small type, in
the latter part of the report, it develops that the 690
seizures in Georgia only netted 319 gallons of liquor
of a value of $409, less than two quarts per seizure,
and less than seventy-five cents in value per seizure.

The 462 seizures in North Carolina netted only
230 gallons, less than two quarts per seizure.

On the other hand, the seizures in Pennsylvania
numbered only fifty-one, yet they netted 1,470 gallons,
while the fifty-five seizures in New York netted 1,454
gallons..

We also heard much about the appalling amount
of moonshining in West Virginia in connection with
the Prohibition amendment contest. The commis-
sioner’s report shows only twenty-four seizures, the
net proceeds of which were only three gallons—just
one pint per seizure.

There is undoubtedly plenty of moonshining in
the states complained of, but the official returns plainly
indicate that there has been much fakery in the com-
missioner’s deliverances upon that subject.
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